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The Greeks loved music and made it an important part of their
lives. They thought of music as a way of honoring the gods and
making the world a more human, civilized place.

Unfortunately we really have no idea what greek music
sounded like because there were no way of writing music
and they had no mp3 recorders!



So what kind of music did they sing and what
instruments did the ancient Greeks play? If
you think it is anything like the kind of music
that is around now, then you are wrong.

The Greeks LOVED to sing and felt that
singing was far superior to just instrumental
music. Of course, the two together were fine.
More than now, music was everywhere.
Greeks used music to recite poetry and
important stories.



The Greeks even had special gods for their music. They were called
Hymnos and Dythyrambs for religious songs of worship,
Hyporchema, for dance songs, Threnos for laments or sad songs
and Skolion for drinking songs.

Remember everything in the Greek world was centered around their
religion. The Greeks worked, made war with others, sang and
played, and fell in love all for their gods

http://www-adm.pdx.edu/user/sinq/greekciv2/religion/gods/truong.html�
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/OM/�
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/OM/�


So what kind of instruments 
did the ancient Greeks play? 

An aulos is a wind instrument. It's a lot like a
recorder. Some of you may have played a
recorder in school. The aulos is the forerunner
(like a great, great, great, great, great
grandparent) of the recorder. They considered it
an instrument of healing.

AULOS

http://www-adm.pdx.edu/user/sinq/greekciv2/science/medicine/cowan.htm�


The Greeks also had lyres, which are like small
harps and sounded like small guitars.

According to the Greek story, the first lyre was
made from a turtle shell by the god Hermes
when he was a baby and then Hermes gave it to
Apollo.

Apollo was the god of reason and logic and
the Greeks thought of music as a great
expression of order and patterns.

Lyre music was smooth and calm.

LYRE



Drums and cymbals were played in
a loud, lively way for dancing and
people played this music when
they were worshipping Dionysos,
the god of wine and parties.

The Greeks loved to party; and party hard!
Included in their festivities were
competitions in MUSIC. Every town had its
own musical contests and competitions. The
most famous of these were the Pythian
games. People played different musical
instruments. A group of judges decided
who won, and the winner(s) received an
award (usually money).

DRUMS AND CYMBALS

http://www-adm.pdx.edu/user/sinq/greekciv2/arts/kithara/kithara.htm�
http://www-adm.pdx.edu/user/sinq/greekciv2/arts/kithara/kithara.htm�


Now, you know a lot about the Greeks. Music for
them was so important that it was part of the
Quadrivium (the four subjects they studied) together
with Arithmetic, Geometry and Astronomy.

Let’s finish our unit with a quote
from one of the most famous
Greek Philosophers. Bye!



“OUR SONGS ARE OUR LAWS”

PLATO. The Republic
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